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Q&A with Mario and

instructional

Jenny Fazekas

eBooks.

Having already published three
eBooks on wildlife and national
parks photography, Mario and

photography 3. Mario could you please
tell our readers about your

2. How did you guys meet
and when did your journey
as photographers begin?

Jenny Fazekas are two camera We met at Barclays Bank where
and bush enthusiasts
capturing

what

always we both worked. We were

they

have always looking for new holiday

recognized as “God’s creation” destinations to go to for our
in the ambience of nature. With annual holidays and I wanted to
over 2 decades in the industry try the bush but Mario was a
of photography the duo takes us city-slicker and didn’t want to
on their journey as nature know about national parks. The
photographers and what really one year I got him to Old Joes
differentiates them from the Kaia in Schoemanskloof, about
rest.

halfway to the Kruger Park and

1. Who are you guys - tell us
a little about yourselves?
We’re

nature

the following year I got him to a
place called Highgrove House,
between

White

River

and

photographers Hazyview, very close to the

who started photographing back Kruger National Park. He was
in 1995 as a hobby. Since then bored so we decided to visit the
we have spent over 850 days on Kruger Park– we entered at
photo

safaris

in

southern Numbi Gate and he fell in love

African parks and we publish with the place!

relationship with cameras,
what got you inspired to be
a photographer?
I had a small Kodak point-andshoot that I’d use to take snaps
of our vacations. After our visit
to the Kruger Park I realised
that was not sufficient! I bought
a

Minolta

SLR

and

then

upgraded to my current Nikon
system. I don’t upgrade in order
to have the latest– there must
be

a

practical

reason

and

Minolta did not provide good
service so I sold my camera and
lenses. With my Nikon gear I
get good service from Nikon SA
and when I trade in gear it’s to
solve a problem. I sold my old
600mm f4 lens as it was too big
and cumbersome on vehicles
and replaced it with the Sigma
150-600mm zoom lens. I then

sold my D300 bodies to get the 5.

Most

photographers we

wanted

to

produce

Nikon D3S for its enhanced low have that one thing that something practical that people
-light capabilities and just this differentiates

them

from can take with them on their

year, after having the D3S for 6 others, what would be your iPads or smart phones and refer
years, I traded it in for the one thing?

to when travelling through the

Nikon D500 for the high-ISO,

parks. We wish we had these

extra

reach

and

low

light

features.

Many photographers shy away
from using flash as it can be
challenging

but

we

love

types of books when we first
started visiting the parks!

4. Jenny what inspired you nocturnal photography so I 6. Do you have projects that
to be a photographer? Is guess that is what makes us a you have already published
there any other job you are bit different. We also publish or still working on to pubdoing on the side?
I got tired of seeing Mario
having all the fun so I also got a
Nikon camera. When we went
on safari I would find most of
the animals and Mario would
photograph them, so all that’s
changed is that I still find most
of the subjects but now I also
get to photograph them! I work
on the eBooks full-time but
Mario is a Forensic Auditor at
Exactech Forensics.

how-to eBooks. I know what lish?
you may be thinking, but there
are

already

hundreds

of

photography books out there!
And you would be right, but the
books

are

either

general

photography books or books
about the national parks. There
were no books combining the
two books- on how to capture
images

when

visiting

those

specific parks and staying at
those

lodges

and

camps.

Coffee-table books are nice but

Yes,

we’ve

published

three

eBooks in the Photographer’s
Guide series; books on Etosha,
Pilanesberg and the Kgalagadi
and we are busy with the
Photographer’s Guide to the
Kruger National Park and the
Photographer’s

Guide

Madikwe Game Reserve.

to

7. As photographers how do your

hotspot

area

for warthogs,

brown

hyena,

you find Madikwe River photography?

spotted hyena, wild dog, lions

Lodge? Is it a place you

and

would

recommend

other

for

photographers

looking for inspiration?

Most guests focus on the game
drive and they tend to pack
away their gear when they get
back to the lodge, yet lodge

Definitely yes! We’ve been back photography is my favorite. We
to the lodge five times so that call

it

the

speaks for itself. The lodge is photographing

Sofa-Safari–
from

the

situated on the banks of the comfort of your suite! Often
Marico River so there is a Jenny will go on the game drive
constant procession of animals while I stay at the lodge. Our
and birds to photograph. In favorite spot is number 17 at
addition the food and service Madikwe River Lodge. It’s the
are superb– most guests are honeymoon suite as it’s right at
surprised

to

find

out

that the end of the lodge and has an

Madikwe River Lodge is a 3-star outdoor shower. But that’s not

many

birds

from

the

comfort of my suite. In the
mornings I sit there with my
cappuccino
afternoons

while
I

am

in

the

with

my

sundowner! We have, however,
seen

lions

opposite

suite

number 5, seen a rare Finfoot
under the bridge leading to the
Boma and also photographed
a

Red-billed

wood-hoopoes

feeding their young in a nest
next to the Boma so the subjects
can be found all-round the lodge
– just keep your eyes peeled!

lodge as we tend to get 4 or 5- the attraction for us– number 17 9. Looking back at your
star value!
8. Out of the entire lodge
which spot would you say is

looks onto the causeway and early days of photography,
animals cross here. I have how would you rate your
photographed
hippos,

crocodiles,

elephants, energy, passion, the mojo,
rhinos, to the current times? Are

waterbuck, impala, wildebeest, you fascinated even more?

And if yes, what keeps you they should look at investing in not understand photography so
guys going?

books or site guides, which are you need to advise them when

We love experiencing God’s
creation and we are passionate
about photography so we are
never

bored

national

when

in

parks.

the

Animal

behavior isn’t constant and they
keep

surprising

and

entertaining us. We have spent
over two years on photo safaris
and there are still subjects we
have

not

seen

let

alone

photographed! We have the
Serval, Pangolin and Aardvark
on our wish-list so there’s
always

the

anticipation

of

coming across one of these
guys!

the next best thing for learning. on the drive. Finally, aspiring
As Arthur Morris, the world’s photographers should be lightpremier bird photographer says driven and not subject-driven.
"I just love that folks with This means instead of chasing
thousands of dollars’ worth of after subjects, rather make the
camera gear will take time off of most of the subject you find–
work and spend a week's salary the hour after sunrise and the
on traveling to a great place to hour before sunset are called
photograph but will refuse to the golden-hour as the light
purchase a Site Guide (eBook) tends
for

their

chosen

be

perfect

for

location”. photography, so shoot whatever

There is also a lot of free stuff subject you come across in
on

the

internet–

videos, those

webinars,

eBooks

interviews–

just

do

times.

An

impala

and photographed in the golden
your hour will make a much more

homework as there is also some appealing photograph than a
garbage out there! Just keep in lion photographed at midday
mind that when you go on sleeping under a tree!

10. Do you perhaps have safari you need to find the
words

to

of

advice

for animals– this means knowing
which waterholes and what

aspiring photographers?
Many photographers think their
gear will make them better and
their focus is on buying the
latest model camera or lens.
Gear is only part of the solution
and photographers wanting to

times of the day are best–and
then you’ll need to know where
to position yourselves to make
the

most

(photography

of
is,

the
after

light
all,

You can see more of Mario and
Jenny’s photographs on their
website
kalahari.com)

(www.kruger-2and you can

purchase their eBooks via their
website or on Amazon Kindle
(www.amazon.com/Mario-

painting with light), understand Fazekas/e/B00CE9HLKC)
animal behavior so that you can

Text: Gaborone
anticipate action and then have Images: Mario & jenny Fazekas
education. They should try to go
at least basic cameras, lenses
on a photo safari with a
and accessories and know how
professional wildlife camera
to use them. This applies to
operator/photographer or, for
both self-drive and guided
something more cost effective,
safaris, as most field guides do
progress

must

invest

in

WILD LIFE PHOTOGRAPHY: PICTURE LIBRARY

HYENA CROSSING THE GREAT GROOT MARICO RIVER JUST IN FRONT OF
ROOM 17 AT MADIKWE RIVER LODGE: PHOTO BY MARIO FAZEKAS

The mother elephant is always walking behind the little ones. This enable
her to foresee danger so that she protect the young. Picture by: Jenny Fazekas

Sundown Moments in Madikwe River Lodge: Picture by: Jenny Fazekas

Lion Pry On a Buffalo Picture by: Jenny Fazekas

Bush Breakfast Picture by: Mario Fazekas

Morning Game Drive Picture by: Jenny Fazekas

